Bioarchaeology and Human Osteology Gear List

- **Laptop computer.** Although a laptop/portable computer is not a requirement for this course, it is HIGHLY RECOMMENDED that students bring computers to Kamps ville. All five laboratory assignments and the final research project are accompanied by a written report or research paper. While handwritten assignments are accepted, students have found it much easier to submit word processed materials. There are a limited number of computers available in Kamps ville; however, these machines are community resources and must be shared by everyone. One printer is also available for student use.

- **Buikstra JE, and Ubelaker DH, eds. (1994) Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains. Fayetteville, Arkansas: Arkansas Archeological Survey.** This volume is required for all osteology students. Copies will be available for purchase in Kamps ville when you arrive. It is also available for purchase here for $35 (plus shipping) from the Arkansas Archeological Survey ([http://www.uark.edu/campus-resources/archinfo/standards.html](http://www.uark.edu/campus-resources/archinfo/standards.html)).


- Sliding and spreading calipers (optional). Calipers for student use are available in Kamps ville.

- A small magnifying glass or geologist’s loupe (optional)

- Cloth metric tape measure (optional)